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As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience virtually lesson, amusement, as with ease as union can be gotten by just checking out a book After Disaster Agenda Setting Public Policy And Focusing Events American Government And Public Policy with it is not directly done, you could
say yes even more roughly this life, roughly the world.
We pay for you this proper as skillfully as simple habit to acquire those all. We come up with the money for After Disaster Agenda Setting Public Policy And Focusing Events American Government And Public Policy and numerous book collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. among them
is this After Disaster Agenda Setting Public Policy And Focusing Events American Government And Public Policy that can be your partner.
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After Disaster
Agenda Setting, Public Policy, and Focusing Events
Georgetown University Press Examines how disasters like earthquakes, oil spills, and nuclear power plant accidents can act as focusing events "which cause both citizens and policymakers to pay more attention to a public problem and often to press for solutions ... Explains how and why some public
disasters change political agendas and, ultimately, public policies."--P. [4] of cover.

Lessons of Disaster
Policy Change after Catastrophic Events
Georgetown University Press Even before the wreckage of a disaster is cleared, one question is foremost in the minds of the public: "What can be done to prevent this from happening again?" Today, news media and policymakers often invoke the "lessons of September 11" and the "lessons of
Hurricane Katrina." Certainly, these unexpected events heightened awareness about problems that might have contributed to or worsened the disasters, particularly about gaps in preparation. Inquiries and investigations are made that claim that "lessons" were "learned" from a disaster, leading us to
assume that we will be more ready the next time a similar threat looms, and that our government will put in place measures to protect us. In Lessons of Disaster, Thomas Birkland takes a critical look at this assumption. We know that disasters play a role in setting policy agendas—in getting
policymakers to think about problems—but does our government always take the next step and enact new legislation or regulations? To determine when and how a catastrophic event serves as a catalyst for true policy change, the author examines four categories of disasters: aviation security,
homeland security, earthquakes, and hurricanes. He explores lessons learned from each, focusing on three types of policy change: change in the larger social construction of the issues surrounding the disaster; instrumental change, in which laws and regulations are made; and political change, in which
alliances are created and shifted. Birkland argues that the type of disaster aﬀects the types of lessons learned from it, and that certain conditions are necessary to translate awareness into new policy, including media attention, salience for a large portion of the public, the existence of advocacy groups
for the issue, and the preexistence of policy ideas that can be drawn upon. This timely study concludes with a discussion of the interplay of multiple disasters, focusing on the initial government response to Hurricane Katrina and the negative eﬀect the September 11 catastrophe seems to have had on
reaction to that tragedy.

An Introduction to the Policy Process
Theories, Concepts, and Models of Public Policy Making
Now in a thoroughly-revised 5th edition, An Introduction to the Policy Process provides students at all levels with an accessible, readable, and aﬀordable introduction to the ﬁeld of public policy. In keeping with prior editions, author Tom Birkland conveys the best current thinking on the policy process in
a clear, conversational style. Designed to address new developments in both policy theory and policy making, this 5th edition includes examinations of: The Brexit referendum results and its eﬀects on the UK, EU and world politics, as well as the 2016 election of Donald Trump as President of the United
States, and the ways in which these events have caused voters and policy makers to rethink their assumptions. Changes to the media environment, including the decline of newspapers and television news, the growth of social media, and the emergence of 'fake news.' New policy theory developments
like the emergence of the Narrative Policy Framework (NPF) and continued and newer applications of existing theories of policy process like Advocacy Coalitions, Multiple Streams, Punctuated Equilibrum, and Instituitonal Analysis and Development. All new "What Does the Research Say?" boxes to
illustrate concepts outlined in the book, demonstrate the ways in which the material is applicable to a range of policy problems, and encourage students to further study the policy process and substantive policy matters in which they are interested. All new and updated chapter 'at a glance' outlines,
deﬁnitions of key terms, provocative review questions, recommended reading, visual aids and case studies, theoretical literature, and PowerPoint slides and Test Banks, to make teaching from the book easier than ever. Firmly grounded in both social science and political science, An Introduction to the
Policy Process provides the most up-to-date and thorough overview of the theory and practice of the policy process, ideal for upper level undergraduate and introductory graduate courses in Public Policy, Public Administration, and Political Science programs.

Handbook of Public Policy Agenda Setting
Edward Elgar Publishing Setting the agenda on agenda setting, this Handbook explores how and why private matters become public issues and occasionally government priorities. It provides a comprehensive overview and analysis of the perspectives, individuals, and institutions involved in setting
the government’s agenda at subnational, national, and international levels. Drawing on contributions from leading academics across the world, this Handbook is split into ﬁve distinct parts. Part one sets public policy agenda setting in its historical context, devoting chapters to more in-depth studies of
the main individual scholars and their works. Part two oﬀers an extensive examination of the theoretical development, whilst part three provides a comprehensive look at the various institutional dimensions. Part four reviews the literature on sub-national, national and international governance levels.
Finally, part ﬁve oﬀers innovative coverage on agenda setting during crises.

Introduction to the Policy Process
M.E. Sharpe Thoroughly revised, reorganized, updated, and expanded, this widely-used text sets the balance and ﬁlls the gap between theory and practice in public policy studies. In a clear, conversational style, the author conveys the best current thinking on the policy process with an emphasis on
accessibility and synthesis rather than novelty or abstraction. A newly added chapter surveys the social, economic, and demographic trends that are transforming the policy environment.
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The Politics of Energy Crises
Oxford University Press Introduction -- Energy crises and agenda setting -- Public opinion during an energy crisis -- The question of trust -- The Yom Kippur Arab-Israeli War: the crisis of 1973-74 -- The Iranian oil crisis: 1979-1980 -- The Persian Gulf War: 1990-1991 -- The era of peak oil energy prices:
the oil shocks of 1999-2000 and 2007-08 -- Conclusion

Agenda-setting Dynamics in Canada
UBC Press This book surveys the development of eight issues in Canada over a decade - AIDS, crime, the debt/deﬁcit, the environment, inﬂation, national unity, taxes, and unemployment - to explore how the salience of issues changes over time, and to examine why these changes are important to our
understanding of everyday politics.".

Environmental Politics and Policy, 1960s-1990s
Penn State Press This volume of original essays tells the story of how the agenda of the environmental movement in America has changed from the time Rachel Carson sounded her famous clarion call in the early 1960s up to our current era when the &"globalization&" of environmental issues has
aﬀected both the severity of the problems we all face and the political diﬃculty of dealing with them. Besides the editor, whose Introduction and Epilogue frame the book, the contributors include well-known journalist Roy Beck, activist/civil servant Leon Kolankiewicz, environmental scholar Michael E.
Kraft, historian Martin V. Melosi, and political scientist David Vogel.This volume was originally published as a special issue of The Journal of Policy History.

The Oxford Handbook of Classics in Public Policy and Administration
Oxford University Press, USA This Handbook brings together a collection of leading international authors to reﬂect on the inﬂuence of central contributions, or classics, that have shaped the development of the ﬁeld of public policy and administration. The Handbook reﬂects on a wide range of key
contributions to the ﬁeld, selected on the basis of their international and wider disciplinary impact. Focusing on classics that contributed signiﬁcantly to the ﬁeld over the second half of the 20th century, it oﬀers insights into works that have explored aspects of the policy process, of particular features of
bureaucracy, and of administrative and policy reforms. Each classic is discussed by a leading international scholars. They oﬀer unique insights into the ways in which individual classics have been received in scholarly debates and disciplines, how classics have shaped evolving research agendas, and
how the individual classics continue to shape contemporary scholarly debates. In doing so, this volume oﬀers a novel approach towards considering the various central contributions to the ﬁeld. The Handbook oﬀers students of public policy and administration state-of-the-art insights into the enduring
impact of key contributions to the ﬁeld.

Implementing Innovation
Fostering Enduring Change in Environmental and Natural Resource Governance
Georgetown University Press Over the past three decades, governments at the local, state, and federal levels have undertaken a wide range of bold innovations, often in partnership with nongovernmental organizations and communities, to try to address their environmental and natural resource
management tasks. Many of these eﬀorts have failed. Innovations, by deﬁnition, are transitory. How, then, can we establish new practices that endure? Toddi A. Steelman argues that the key to successful and long-lasting innovation must be a realistic understanding of the challenges that face it. She
examines three case studies—land management in Colorado, watershed management in West Virginia, and timber management in New Mexico—and reveals speciﬁc patterns of implementation success and failure. Steelman challenges conventional wisdom about the role of individual entrepreneurs in
innovative practice. She highlights the institutional obstacles that impede innovation and its longer term implementation, while oﬀering practical insight in how enduring change might be achieved.

Disaster and Sociolegal Studies
Quid Pro Books Legal governance of disaster brings both care and punishment to the upending of daily life of place-based disasters. National states use disasters to reorganize how they govern. The collection in Disaster and Sociolegal Studies, edited by Denver University professor Susan Sterett,
considers how law is implicated in disaster. The late modern expectation that states are to care for their population makes it particularly important to point out the limits to care—limits that appear less in the grand rhetoric than in the government reports, case-level decisionmaking, administrative rules,
and criminalization that make up governing. These insightful essays feature leading scholars whose perspectives range across disasters around the world. Their ﬁndings point to reconsidering what states do in disaster, and how law enables and constrains action. The authors analyze sociological and
legal issues surrounding disasters and catastrophic events in their many forms: natural, man-made, environmental, human, local, and global. The project was developed as part of the the Oñati Socio-legal Series supported by the Oñati International Institute for the Sociology of Law, and is now
presented by Quid Pro Books in the Contemporary Society Series. Digital formats feature quality ebook formatting, active Contents, and linked chapter endnotes and URLs.

Guide to State Politics and Policy
CQ Press No previous book has pulled together into one place a single, comprehensive volume that provides up-to-date coverage of state government and politics, along with the states’ current and future public policies. This new book does just that, oﬀering students, scholars, citizens, policy
advocates, and state specialists accessible information on state politics and policy in 34 topical chapters written by experts in the ﬁeld. The guide provides contemporary analysis of state institutions, processes, and public policies, along with both historical and theoretical perspectives that help readers
develop a comprehensive understanding of the 50 U.S. states’ complex and changing political spheres. Those who use this volume—from experienced scholars to neophytes—can rely upon the guide to provide: Basic factual information on state politics and policy Core explanatory frameworks and
competing arguments Insightful coverage of major policy areas as they have played out in the states.

Disaster Policy and Politics
Emergency Management and Homeland Security
CQ Press In the Second Edition of Disaster Policy and Politics, author Richard Sylves covers the hottest and most controversial issues in the ﬁelds of disaster management and homeland security. The work provides a careful and balanced analysis of U.S. disaster politics and policy, paying special
attention to the role of key actors—decision makers at the federal, state, and local levels. The book’s comprehensive “all-hazards” approach introduces readers to important public policy, organizational management, and leadership issues whether they aspire to be emergency managers or not. Crafted
to be more instructor- and student-friendly, the 10-chapter volume includes boxed mini–case studies depicting disasters large and small. Among its aims are to provide illuminating examples, context, and humanitarian relevance.
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Community Disaster Recovery
Moving from Vulnerability to Resilience
Cambridge University Press Crow and Albright outline if, what, and when communities learn from disasters to make them more resilient to future shocks.

Framing Environmental Disaster
Environmental Advocacy and the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
Routledge The blowout of the Deepwater Horizon and subsequent underground oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010 is considered by many to be the worst environmental disaster in U.S. history. Interest groups, public oﬃcials, and media organizations have spent considerable time documenting the
economic and ecological impacts of this spill as well as the causes of the spill, ostensibly to prevent future disasters of this magnitude. However, rather than an unbiased search for answers, such investigations involve strategic eﬀorts by a variety of political actors to deﬁne the spill and its causes in
ways that lead to their preferred policy solutions. Framing Environmental Disaster evaluates the causal stories that environmental groups tell about the spill and develops theoretical propositions about the role of such stories in the policy process. Which actors do groups hold responsible, and how do
groups use blame attributions to advance their policy agendas? Constructing a creative methodological approach which includes content analysis drawn from blog posts, emails, press releases, and testimony before Congress and insights and quotations drawn from interviews with environmental group
representatives, Melissa K. Merry argues that interest groups construct causal explanations long before investigations of policy problems are complete and use focusing events to cast blame for a wide range of harms not directly tied to the events themselves. In doing so, groups seek to take full
advantage of “windows of opportunity” resulting from crises. An indispensable resource for scholars of public policy and environmental politics and policy, this book sheds new light on the implications of the gulf disaster for energy politics and policies while advancing scholarly understandings of the role
of framing and causal attribution in the policy process.

Routledge Handbook of Public Policy
Routledge This Handbook provides a comprehensive global survey of the policy process. Written by an outstanding line up of distinguished scholars and practitioners, the Handbook covers all aspects of the policy process including: Theory – from rational choice to the new institutionalism Frameworks –
network theory, advocacy coalition and development models Key stages in the process – Formulation, implementation and evaluation Agenda setting and decision making The roles of key actors and institutions This is an invaluable resource for all scholars, graduate students and practitioners in public
policy and policy analysis.

Disaster and Development
Examining Global Issues and Cases
Springer Science & Business Media This book oﬀers a systematic, empirical examination of the concepts of disasters and sustainable economic development applied to many cases around the world. It presents comprehensive coverage of the complex and dynamic relationship between disaster and
development, making a vital contribution to the literature on disaster management, disaster resilience and sustainable development. The book collects twenty-three chapters, examining theoretical issues and investigating practical cases on policy, governance, and lessons learned in dealing with
diﬀerent types of disasters (e.g., earthquakes, ﬂoods and hurricanes) in twenty countries and communities around the world.

Managing Disasters through Public–Private Partnerships
Georgetown University Press The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and Hurricane Katrina in August 2005, generated a great deal of discussion in public policy and disaster management circles about the importance of increasing national resilience to rebound from catastrophic events. Since
the majority of physical and virtual networks that the United States relies upon are owned and operated by the private sector, a consensus has emerged that public-private partnerships (PPPs) are a crucial aspect of an eﬀective resilience strategy. Signiﬁcant barriers to cooperation persist, however,
despite acknowledgment that public–private collaboration for managing disasters would be mutually beneﬁcial. Managing Disasters through Public–Private Partnerships constitutes the ﬁrst in-depth exploration of PPPs as tools of disaster mitigation, preparedness, response, and resilience in the United
States. The author assesses the viability of PPPs at the federal level and explains why attempts to develop these partnerships have largely fallen short. The book assesses the recent history and current state of PPPs in the United States, with particular emphasis on the lessons of 9/11 and Katrina, and
discusses two of the most signiﬁcant PPPs in US history, the Federal Reserve System and the War Industries Board from World War I. The author develops two original frameworks to compare diﬀerent kinds of PPPs and analyzes the critical factors that make them successes or failures, pointing toward
ways to improve collaboration in the future. This book should be of interest to researchers and students in public policy, public administration, disaster management, infrastructure protection, and security; practitioners who work on public–private partnerships; and corporate as well as government
emergency management professionals and specialists.

The Politics of Policy Analysis
Springer Nature This book focuses on two key ways to improve the literature surrounding policy analysis. Firstly, it explores the implications of new developments in policy process research, on the role of psychology in communication and the multi-centric nature of policymaking. This is particularly
important since policy analysts engage with policymakers who operate in an environment over which they have limited understanding and even less control. Secondly, it incorporates insights from studies of power, co-production, feminism, and decolonisation, to redraw the boundaries of policy-relevant
knowledge. These insights help raise new questions and change expectations about the role and impact of policy analysis.

Handbook of U.S. Environmental Policy
Edward Elgar Publishing A comprehensive analysis of diverse areas of scholarly research on U.S. environmental policy and politics, this Handbook looks at the key ideas, theoretical frameworks, empirical ﬁndings and methodological approaches to the topic. Leading environmental policy scholars
emphasize areas of emerging research and opportunities for future enquiry.
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Policy Shock
Recalibrating Risk and Regulation after Oil Spills, Nuclear Accidents and Financial Crises
Cambridge University Press Policy Shock examines how policy-makers in industrialized democracies respond to major crises. After the immediate challenges of disaster management, crises often reveal new evidence or frame new normative perspectives that drive reforms designed to prevent future
events of a similar magnitude. Such responses vary widely - from cosmetically masking inaction, to creating stronger incentive systems, requiring greater transparency, reorganizing government institutions and tightening regulatory standards. This book situates post-crisis regulatory policy-making
through a set of conceptual essays written by leading scholars from economics, psychology and political science, which probe the latest thinking about risk analysis, risk perceptions, focusing events and narrative politics. It then presents ten historically-rich case studies that engage with crisis events in
three policy domains: oﬀshore oil, nuclear power and ﬁnance. It considers how governments can prepare to learn from crisis events - by creating standing expert investigative agencies to identify crisis causes and frame policy recommendations.

Disaster Management and Human Health Risk V
Reducing Risk, Improving Outcomes
WIT Press The contents of this book consist of papers presented at the 5th International Conference on Disaster Management and Human Health: Reducing Risk, Improving Outcomes, part of a series of conferences convened to assess the potential risk from various disasters and discuss ways to
prevent or alleviate damage. These latest developments, contained in this volume, have been contributed by academics and experts on public health, security and disaster management in order to exchange knowledge and experience on the way to handle the increasing risk of natural and human-made
disasters. As the human population has continued to concentrate in urban areas the number of people and the value of property aﬀected by both natural and man-produced disasters has also grown. Earthquakes, ﬂoods, hurricanes, cyclones, tornadoes and forest ﬁres have all taken their toll, as have
man-made catastrophes such as industrial spillages and terrorist attacks. The included paper cover various subject areas, including: Disaster analysis; Disaster monitoring and mitigation; Emergency preparedness; Risk mitigation; Risk and security; Resilience; Socio-economic issues; Health risk; Human
factors; Multi-hazard risk assessment; Case studies; Learning from disasters and man-made disasters.

Disasters: Core Concepts and Ethical Theories
Springer This Open Access Book is the ﬁrst to examine disasters from a multidisciplinary perspective. Justiﬁcation of actions in the face of disasters requires recourse both to conceptual analysis and ethical traditions. Part 1 of the book contains chapters on how disasters are conceptualized in diﬀerent
academic disciplines relevant to disasters. Part 2 has chapters on how ethical issues that arise in relation to disasters can be addressed from a number of fundamental normative approaches in moral and political philosophy. This book sets the stage for more focused normative debates given that no one
book can be completely comprehensive. Providing analysis of core concepts, and with real-world relevance, this book should be of interest to disaster scholars and researchers, those working in ethics and political philosophy, as well as policy makers, humanitarian actors and intergovernmental
organizations..

Handbook on Policy, Process and Governing
Edward Elgar Publishing This Handbook covers the accounts, by practitioners and observers, of the ways in which policy is formed around problems, how these problems are recognized and understood, and how diverse participants come to be involved in addressing them. H.K. Colebatch and Robert
Hoppe draw together a range of original contributions from experts in the ﬁeld to illuminate the ways in which policies are formed and how they shape the process of governing.

Comparative Studies of Policy Agendas
Routledge Previously published as a special issue of the Journal of European Public Policy, this book draws on the insights of the existing literature on agenda setting and policy changes to explore the dynamics of attention allocation and its consequences. Attention is a crucial variable in understanding
modern politics. Shifts in attention have dramatic consequences for both politics and policy decisions. This volume includes case studies of nine diﬀerent political systems including the US, Canada, several European systems, and the EU itself. It asks the following questions: Which are the dynamics of
agenda-setting in the EU? Which role do political parties play in attention allocation? What are the cross national diﬀerences in attention to health care? What role does science and expertise play in attention-allocation? What are the eﬀects of political institutions? Comparative Studies of Policy Agendas
will be of interest to students and scholars of policy analysis and public policy.

A Modern Guide to Public Policy
Edward Elgar Publishing A Modern Guide to Public Policy explores the many approaches and methodologies in the study of policy making that have appeared over recent decades, ranging from the examination of micro level of human behaviour to the impact of global political systems on policies and
policy-making. This expertly curated and accessible Elgar Modern Guide is a valuable resource for both graduate and undergraduate students and for practitioners seeking an introduction to public policy and public management and a concise guide to research in the discipline.

Inside a Public Policy Black Box
Congress, FERC, and Private Electric Utilities
Lexington Books Michael J. DeLor focuses on how the operation and regulation of private electric utilities has become complicated and contentious in the United States in part because of environmental impact. As a consequence, Congress rarely passes substantive economic-based legislation dealing
with the topic, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), as the primary federal economic regulator of private electric utilities, must often act without clear legislative guidance.

Disasters and the American State
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How Politicians, Bureaucrats, and the Public Prepare for the Unexpected
Cambridge University Press Disasters and the American State oﬀers a thesis about the trajectory of federal government involvement in preparing for disaster shaped by contingent events. Politicians and bureaucrats claim credit for the government's successes in preparing for and responding to
disaster, and they are also blamed for failures outside of government's control. New interventions have created precedents and established organizations and administrative cultures that accumulated over time and produced a general trend in which citizens, politicians and bureaucrats expect the
government to provide more security from more kinds of disasters. The trend reached its peak when the Federal Emergency Management Agency adopted the idea of preparing for 'all hazards' as its mantra. Despite the rhetoric, however, the federal government's increasingly bold claims and
heightened public expectations are disproportionate to the ability of the federal government to prevent or reduce the damage caused by disaster.

Sustainable Development (2 Volume Set)
WIT Press This collection of research papers, presented at meetings organised by the Wessex Institute of Technology (WIT), concerns a variety of issues relating to the area of sustainable development. WIT has a long and very successful record of organising conferences on the topic of sustainability,
which requires an interdisciplinary approach. Any sustainable solutions that are derived solely from the perspective of a single discipline may have unintended damaging consequences that create new problems. Thus eﬀective sustainable solutions require the collaboration of scientists and engineers
from various disciplines, as well as planners, architects, environmentalists, policy makers, social scientists, and economists. The contents of this book reﬂect that interdisciplinary approach, and include topics under the main areas of: Sustainable development and planning; Disaster management; Air
pollution; Urban transport; Ecosystems and Water resources management.

Public Inquiries, Policy Learning, and the Threat of Future Crises
Oxford University Press, USA In the aftermath of major crises, governments usually turn to expensive public inquiries. Clearly, such inquiries have an important policy-learning mandate. However, despite their high-proﬁle nature and their being the pre-eminent means of learning about crises, we
know very little about exactly what inquiries produce in terms of learning, and what factors inﬂuence their eﬀectiveness. This book examines the extent to which post-crisis inquiries actually dodeliver eﬀective lesson-learning and thereby reduce vulnerability to future threats. It provides evidence from
an international comparison of post-crisis inquiries in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, andthe United Kingdom, which will show that, contrary to conventional wisdom, the post-crisis inquiry is an eﬀective means of policy-learning after crises, and that they do consistently encourage policy reforms that
enhance resilience to future threats.

The Network Governance in Response to Acts of Terrorism
Comparative Analyses
Routledge High performance during catastrophic terrorist events require the ability to assess and adapt capacity rapidly, restore or enhance disrupted or inadequate communications, utilize ﬂexible decision making swiftly, and expand coordination and trust between multiple emergency and crisis
response agencies. These requirements are superimposed on conventional administrative systems that rely on relatively rigid plans, decision protocols, and formal relationships that assume smooth sailing and uninterrupted communications and coordination. Network Governance in Response to Acts of
Terrorism focuses on the inter-organizational performance and coordinated response to recent terrorist incidents across diﬀerent national, legal, and cultural contexts in New York, Bali, Istanbul, Madrid, London, and Mumbai. Eﬀortlessly combining each case study with content analyses of news reports
from local and national newspapers, situation reports from government emergency/crisis management agencies, and, interviews with public managers, community leaders, and nonproﬁt executives involved in response operations, Naim Kapucu presents an overview of how diﬀerent countries tackle
emergencies by employing various collaborative decision-making processes, thus, oﬀering a global perspective with diﬀerent approaches. These features make this book an important read for both scholars and practitioners eager to reconcile existing decision-making theories with practice.

Analyzing Public Policy
Routledge The fully revised and updated new edition of this textbook continues to provide the most accessible overview of the main approaches in the study of public policy. It seeks to review the most common and widely used frameworks in the study of policy analysis: institutions groups and
networks society and the economy individual interests ideas. The book explains each one, oﬀers constructive criticisms and explores their claims in the light of a variety of American, British and European examples. Arguing that no one framework oﬀers a comprehensive explanation of public policy; John
suggests a synthesis based on diﬀerent aspects of the approaches, introducing concepts/approaches of advocacy coalitions, punctuated equilibrium and evolution as more eﬀective ways to understand public policy. Combining both a clear summary of debates in public policy and a new and original
approach to the subject, this book remains essential reading for students of public policy and policy analysis.

Contemporary Approaches to Public Policy
Theories, Controversies and Perspectives
Springer This book considers a range of contemporary approaches to public policy studies. These approaches are based on a number of theoretical perspectives on decision-making, as well as alternative perspectives on policy instruments and implementation. The range of approaches covered in the
volume includes punctuated equilibrium models, the advocacy-coalition framework, multiple streams approaches, institutional analyses, constructivist approaches, behavioural models, and the use of instruments as an approach to public policy. The volume concludes with a discussion of fundamental
issues of democracy in public policy.

Policy Entrepreneurs in Water Governance
Strategies for Change
Springer This book analyses policy making processes at the micro-level and oﬀers a unique insight into the fascinating world of policy entrepreneurs, elucidating their strategic modus operandi. The author identiﬁes change strategies and explores the role of individuals in policy change processes.
Readers will see how these highly talented and exceptional bureaucrats are constantly on the alert for new opportunities and have the capacity to “sell” and “market” new ideas. Based on a uniquely comprehensive four-year study, entailing more than 60 in-depth interviews and an extensive survey of
over 300 water policy entrepreneurs in the Netherlands, this book explores the diﬀerent strategies that policy entrepreneurs employ. It identiﬁes which conditions aﬀect the policy entrepreneur’s selection of strategies and more importantly, it assesses the (contextual) eﬀectiveness of these strategies.
Although the context of the study makes this work directly relevant to those in the ﬁelds of water resources and environmental management, it delivers universally relevant conclusions on aﬀecting policy change. In addition to the theoretical material that will appeal to scholars and students, this book
highlights a series of concrete recommendations for practitioners on how to aﬀect policy change, making it of interest to academics and decision makers in the broad areas of policy change, sustainability and water management.
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Rampage Shootings and Gun Control
Politicization and Policy Change in Western Europe
Taylor & Francis While the causes of rampage violence have been analysed thoroughly in diverse academic disciplines, we hardly know anything about the factors that aﬀect their consequences for public policy. This book addresses rampage shootings in Western Europe and their conditional impact
on politicization and policy change in the area of gun control. The author sets out to unravel the factors that facilitate or impede the access of gun control to the political agenda in the wake of rampage shootings and analyses why some political debates lead to profound shifts of the policy status quo,
while others peter out without any legislative reactions. In so doing, the book not only contributes to the theoretical literature on crisis-induced policy making, but also provides a wealth of case-study evidence on rampage shootings as empirical phenomena. In particular, the extent to which gun control
gets politicized as a policy failure can either result from a bottom-up process (event severity and media pressure) or from a top-down logic (issue ownership and the electoral cycle). Including 12 case studies on the rampage shootings which have triggered a debate over the appropriateness of the
aﬀected countries ́ gun policies, it illustrates that the way political processes unfold after rampage shootings depends strongly on speciﬁc causal conﬁgurations and draws comparisons between the cases covered in the book and the way rampage shootings are typically dealt with in the United States.
This text will be of key interest to scholars and students of public policy, policy analysis, European Politics and more broadly to comparative politics, criminology, psychology, and sociology.

The Oxford Handbook of Political Communication
Oxford University Press As a ﬁeld of rich theoretical development and practical application, political communication has expanded over the past ﬁfty years. Since its development shaped by the turmoil of the World Wars and suspicion of new technologies such as ﬁlm and radio, the discipline has
become a hybrid ﬁeldlargely devoted to connecting the dots between political rhetoric, politicians and leaders, voters' opinions, and media exposure to better understand how any one aspect can aﬀects the others. The Oxford Handbook of Political Communication provides contexts for viewing the ﬁeld
of political communication, examines political discourse, media, and considers political communication's evolution inside the altered political communication landscape. Kate Kenski and Kathleen Hall Jamieson bringtogether some of the most groundbreaking scholars in the ﬁeld to reﬂect upon their
areas of expertise to address the importance of their areas of study to the ﬁeld, the major ﬁndings to date, including areas of scholarly disagreement, on the topics, the authors' perspectives, and unansweredquestions for future research to address. Their answers reveal that political communication is a
hybrid with complex ancestry, permeable boundaries and interests that overlap with those of related ﬁelds such as political sociology, public opinion, rhetoric, neuroscience and the new hybrid on thequad, media psychology. This comprehensive review of the political communication literature is
designed to become the ﬁrst reference for scholars and students interested in the study of how, why, when, and with what eﬀect humans make sense of symbolic exchanges about sharing and shared power. The sixty-two chapters in The Oxford Handbook of Political Communication contain an overview
of past scholarship while providing critical reﬂection of its relevance in a changing media landscape and oﬀering agendas for future research and innovation.

Analysis of Media Agenda Setting During and After Hurricane Katrina
Implications for Emergency Preparedness, Disaster Response, and Disaster Policy
International Regulation of Underwater Sound
Establishing Rules and Standards to Address Ocean Noise Pollution
Springer Science & Business Media Numerous incidents suggest that man-made sound injures and can kill marine mammals. This book oﬀers an objective look at how ocean noise should be addressed given the lack of regulatory structure and the scientiﬁc uncertainty over the eﬀects of noise on
marine life. It is an essential text for policymakers, governments and NGOs, biologists, environmental activists, , oceanographers, and those in the shipping, engineering, and oﬀshore oil and gas industries.

Anticipatory Policymaking
When Government Acts to Prevent Problems and Why It Is So Diﬃcult
Routledge Public policy analysts and political pundits alike tend to describe the policymaking process as a reactive sequence in which government develops solutions for clearly evident and identiﬁable problems. While this depiction holds true in many cases, it fails to account for instances in which
public policy is enacted in anticipation of a potential future problem. Whereas traditional policy concerns manifest themselves through ongoing harms, "anticipatory problems" are projected to occur sometime in the future, and it is the prospect of their potentially catastrophic impact that generates
intense speculation and concern in the present. Anticipatory Policymaking: When Government Acts to Prevent Problems and Why It Is So Diﬃcult provides an in depth examination of the complex process through which United States government institutions anticipate emerging threats. Using
contemporary debates over the risks associated with nanotechnology, pandemic inﬂuenza, and global warming as case study material, Rob A. DeLeo highlights the distinctive features of proactive governance. By challenging the pervasive assumption of reactive policymaking, DeLeo provides a dynamic
approach for conceptualizing the political dimensions of anticipatory policy change.

Local Disaster Resilience
Administrative and Political Perspectives
Routledge Since 2000, the Gulf Coast states – Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida – have experienced a series of hurricanes, multiple ﬂoods and severe storms, and one oil spill. These disasters have not only been numerous but also devastating. Response to and recovery from these
unprecedented disasters has been fraught with missteps in management. In eﬀorts to avoid similar failures in the future, government agencies and policy practitioners have looked to recast emergency management, and community resilience has emerged as a way for to better prevent, manage, and
recover from these disasters. How is disaster resilience perceived by local government oﬃcials and translated into their disaster response and recovery eﬀorts? Ashley D. Ross systematically explores and measures disaster resilience across the Gulf Coast to gain a better understanding of how resilience
in concept is translated into disaster management practices, particularly on the local government level. In doing so, she presents disaster resilience theory to the Gulf Coast using existing data to create county-level baseline indicators of Gulf Coast disaster resilience and an original survey of county
emergency managers and elected municipal oﬃcials in 60 counties and 120 municipalities across the Gulf States. The ﬁndings of the original survey measure the disaster resilience perceptions held by local government oﬃcials, which are examined to identify commonalities and diﬀerences across the
set of cases. Additional analyses compare these perceptions to objective baseline indicators of disaster resilience to assess how perceptions align with resilience realities. Local Disaster Resilience not only ﬁlls a critical gap in the literature by applying existing theories and models to a region that has
experienced the worst disasters the United States has faced in the past decade, but it can also be used as a tool to advance our knowledge of disasters in an interdisciplinary manner.
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